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SUBJECT: 16.9 oz. Propel II Bottle
MODELS: Merlin IV
KIT NUMBER
KIT DESCRIPTION
256123
Propel II Bottle Kit (Front Column)
257125
Propel II Bottle Kit (Rear Column-72”)
256124
Propel II Bottle Kit (Rear Column-79”)
BEFORE WORKING ON VENDER:Remove power from vender by unplugging vender's main power cord
from the AC voltage power source (wall outlet).

Instructions:
1. Remove existing product from the columns that you intend to convert to Propel II bottles.
2. Install the bottle filler, by sliding the top tabs of the bottle filler into the mating slots in the baffle (on the left side of the
column) and lower the bottle filler into position as shown in figure 2. Make sure that the bottle
filler hangs securely in position.
Notes: 1.) You may need to rotate the rotor, so that the concaved side is facing up.
2.) The Bottle Filler installs exactly the same in either the front or rear columns.
3. Peel off backing from the 3 pieces of the “two-sided” tape on the rear of the anti-bridging plate.
4. Make sure that the column wall is dry and clean, then place the anti-bridging plate on the left column wall against
the center divider. Make sure that the edge of the anti-bridging plate (½” of exposed metal) is aligned against
the center divider as shown in figures 2. Position the bottom edge of the sheet
approximately 1” above the bottom product retainer slots.
5. FRONT COLUMN
A) Set the left product retainer to 7.
B) Set the right product retainer to 5
C) Reload product in the front column with caps towards the front.
See figure 1
6. REAR COLUMN
A) Move backspacer to the last possible position (1).
B) Set the left product retainer (from the kit) to 14.
Center
C) Set the right product retainer (from the kit) to 16.
Divider
D) Reload product in the rear column with caps towards the
front. See figure 1
7. Test vend to ensure product vends with kit.
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ANY QUESTIONS??? CONTACT ROYAL VENDORS’ CUSTOMER SERVICE DEPARTMENT
CALL TOLL FREE (800) 931-9214
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